SEVEN THINGS TO
KNOW ABOUT NERC
PROTECTION AND
CONTROL STANDARDS
Since its founding in 1968 NERC (North
American Electric Reliability Corporation),
with the help of hundreds of utility power
engineers over the decades, has created
thousands of pages of technical
specifications, mandatory standards and
best-practice recommendations – all to
ensure a safe, reliable, resilient and secure
North American power grid.

These extensive standards and regulations –
encompassing 14 categories probing
everything from Critical Infrastructure (CIP)
to Emergency Preparedness and Operations
(EOP) – takes constant vigilance to stay
compliant with the updated and new
standards evolving every year.
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So, here are some questions to test your “NERC knowledge” and to keep
your utility DC power systems up and running – and in compliance.

1,400 USERS

NERC – A “Committee” or “Corporation”?

It’s both. The North American Electric Reliability Council
was established by a group of electric utility companies and
stakeholders in 1968 – 3 years after the Great Northeast
Blackout of 1965. Almost 50 years later is was re-chartered
in 2007 as a non-profit corporation – today serving 370
million customers through some 1,400 users, owners and
operations of bulk electric systems (BES) in North America.
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Where do DC Power Protection and
Control Fit Into NERC Standards?
Every standard within NERC’s range of 14 categories is
critical. Yet, interestingly, the largest category – with some
21 technology areas – covers Protection and Control (PRC),
including subsection PRC-005 for Protection System
Maintenance. The next largest section, Modeling, Data and
Analysis (MOD), only has 13 sections, followed by Critical
Infrastructure Protection (CIP) with 11.
Section PRC-005-1.1b and PRC-005-2 cover testing and a
prescribed maintenance schedules (aka “time-based”)
covering DC-powered systems from protective relays and
communications to batteries and chargers.

On-Site Inspections or Remote
Monitoring – What, Which and How?

The NERC PRC-005 standard alone has almost 40
different requirements for DC Power Protection system
or equipment inspections or verifications – many still
relying on costly, labor-intensive site inspections. Yet
with advance communications and newer digital-based
equipment, such as microprocessor protective relays or
switch mode rectifier (SMR) chargers, remote condition
and verification monitoring promises to lower
inspection and maintenance costs.

6 - 12 YRS
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What’s PSMP – And Is It All About Schedules?
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The core of PRC-005 compliance is the mandate to create and
document a protection system maintenance program (PSMP).
It’s a rigorous set of testing, ongoing maintenance, data
collection and reporting requirements assessing every
element of the power system infrastructure.

Compliance is strictly scheduled – but can range from testing
batteries every 3 months or checking the float voltage of the
battery charger every 18 months, to checking control circuitry
and capacity testing every 6 to 12 years.

What’s the Cost of Failing to Comply?
It ranges from a relatively modest $1,000 to an astounding
$1,000,000 a day. Assessing the penalty of the “violation
security level” is a calculation of the “violation risk factor”
(VRF), and the “violation severity level” (VSL), so planning
and following to your PSMP merits a company-wide
commitment.

3 & 6 YEARS

$

1,000,000/DAY

Do the DC Power Supply Inspection
Schedules Vary by Battery Type?

Generally, the “time-based” testing – every 4, 6, 18 months
or 3 and 6 years – are the same for vented lead-acid (VLA),
valve-regulated lead-acid (VRLA) and nickel-cadmium
(Ni-Cad) batteries. But not all inspections are always
required or applicable for some battery types. So, it’s
worth checking your PSMP plan closely.
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Are Battery Charger Inspections
Always on the Same Schedule?

Yes, sort of. The NERC PRC-005 standard, for example,
requires an 18-month testing schedule to “verify the float
voltage of battery chargers” (including all battery types),
while IEEE’s 450 Testing Standard for Stationary Batteries
(Lead-Acid only) suggests quarterly or even monthly
testing for chargers. While groups like NERC, IEEE and
even NETA (International Electrical Testing Association)
coordinate their standards, it’s smart to see where each
test and schedule align with standards.

18 MONTH
TESTING SCHEDULE

Have more questions about NERC standards...
and how SMR (Switch Mode Rectifiers) battery chargers fit into
your substation NERC PMSP testing and maintenance planning?
Check out our Battery Charger resource page or call Alberto
Perez at 518.384.4815.
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